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Talaste 966m

KREATOUR  
VII obl., 9 pitches, 270m

Descent by rappelling off 4x 
with 2x60m ropes

Topo by Montoj 10.2017
See HERE for more details

V.Eder, M.Pfund 2011

VI, 35m -  nice easy 
climbing with a grassy 
exit. (3 pitons)
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VI+, 25m – nice 
dihedral well 
protectable (1 bolt at 
the top)

VI+, 30m –the pitch you are here for… nice 
finger crack first but climbable on face 
moves on the left, then the opening crack 
up to BD 4

VI, 20m –weird slab if climbed 
directly (expo!). Climbing leftwards 
at first then up to reach a piton is 
much safer ;-))

VI+, 40m –straight up to reach a 
small crack (finger jam) crux move 
well protected by 2 bolts and one 
piton. Then it takes small gear. The 
exit just below the tree is on below 
average rock

VII-, 25m – traverse leftwards and 
climb up on yellow cruncky 
rock...then leftwards traverse on 
bouldery crux to gain the ledge. (3 
bolts)

VI+, 30m – straight up (bolt) 
athletically, then 2 pitons and staying 
initially left of the edge traverse 
marcantly right (runout but it takes 
some pro after the hard move)

VII, 30m – left to gain the overhang, easier 
than it looks, piton protecting the move but 
with a bolt not far above… then great 
climbing on exposed arete till a belay that 
can be skipped with 60m ropes

VI,15m – from intermediate belay keep rightwards then up on 
a fun flake/crack formation. Funny and nice.

Wandalm material 
cablecar

A nice route that it is worth to climb if you already climbed the nearby „centesimo“ and „Amok“. Consider the fact 
that the pros are sometimes borderline and a bit of good gut feeling in protecting yourself is in my opinion helpfull. 
This said a nice route, far from becoming a classical as nearby there is better stuff on better rock and more 
continuous pitches (Sei Poet is a much better route….)

APPROACH: park right after the tunnel before Ginzling. Walk on the street for ca 350m till 
you pass the 2 farmhouses of the Talaste. Then take the forested area where a good trail 
(steep) bring you up to the start in 20min. Avoid crossing the meadow if you want to avoid 
beeing shot by the farmer...this is MANDATORY during spring and summer months where 
the grass is beeing used, but it is also reccomandable all year long. 
 - KEEP THE LOCAL HAPPY, repect the area, keep low profile - 

http://becauseflatsucks.blogspot.co.at/#!/2017/10/austria-tirol-indian-autumn-in-tirol.html
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